Dear Vince and Larry,

Which is your fav Thanksgiving dessert - pumpkin or pecan pie?

(Sweet potato is trash, IMHO)

@thx4pie

Vince: I'm a pumpkin pie fan.
Larry: The more whipped cream on top, the better!
Vince: And pecan is delicious, too.
Larry: Yeah, it's Thanksgiving - eat as much pie as you want! Any kind!
Vince: What about turkey?
Larry: That, too! And mashed potatoes and stuffing and rolls!
Vince: Just make sure to take a nap before driving anywhere afterwards.
Larry: Why can't I eat and run! I love my grandma, but I've got friends to see!
Vince: Yes, but if you have a big meal - especially one with turkey and other carb-heavy foods - your body will need time and energy to digest it. You'll feel sleepy.
Larry: No worries, I'll just blast my music when I leave grandma's house.
Vince: Music, cold air, and caffeine can help for a short time, but the only way to stop feeling drowsy and stay alert is to take a nap.
Larry: I guess I could chill on the couch and watch the game for a bit. Grandma says I should slow down sometimes.
Vince: I'm sure your grandma would worry about you less if you promise her you'll be careful behind the wheel.

Larry: At least I can see over the wheel.

Vince: You might not want to bring that up.

Larry: And risk losing pie privileges? No way!

Vince: Buckle up and drive SAFE!